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It’s the second week of the Saxton Era and that means…well
very little really, as Saxton isn’t as well versed as Nigel
McGuinness and not quite as good of a commentator as him
either. That more or less leaves the wrestling to carry things
and that is a hit or miss bet around here at best. Let’s get
to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Ikemen Jiro vs. Myles Borne

Borne grabs a headlock to start but gets reversed into a
cravate. Another headlock slows Jiro down but Borne hurts his
knee on a leapfrog. Jiro is right on that knee with a leglock
sending Borne over to the rope. The half crab has Borne in
more trouble until he crawls over to the rope. The jacket
punch rocks Borne but the reverses the Ikemen Slash into a
small package for the pin at 5:20.

Rating: C. This was a different way to go from most Borne
matches and it was quite the win for his career. Borne has
gotten better than I would have expected him to be able to do
and it’s nice to see his success. At the same time, Jiro was
acting more heelish, which is quite the weird way to go for
someone with his kind of charisma.
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Javier Bernal is ready for Andre Chase because he learned at
the school of hard knocks.

Bryson Montana vs. Duke Hudson

Montana grabs him in a front facelock to start and Hudson has
to bail to the rope. Hudson elbows away without much trouble
but Montana runs him over with a clothesline. A Michinoku
Driver gives Montana two but Hudson is back with a snap German
suplex. The big boot finishes Montana at 3:53.

Rating: C-. This didn’t have time to go anywhere and Hudson
continues to be quite the charisma vacuum once the bell rings.
Montana seems to be one of NXT’s next projects and that isn’t
a bad thing. He has the size and look to go somewhere so let
him see what he can do when he gets his feet a bit wetter in
the ring.

Andre Chase vs. Javier Bernal

Thea Hail is here too. Chase takes him down by the arm to
start and Bernal is sent outside, where Thea Hail yells at
him. Back in and Chase shoulders him down before hammering
away in the corner. Bernal manages to get in a knee lift and
hammers away, only to get caught with a middle rope sunset
flip for two. Some kicks keep Chase in trouble but he comes
right  back  with  a  suplex.  Chase  slugs  him  down  and  the
spelling stomps have Bernal in trouble. The high crossbody
finishes Bernal at 6:41.

Rating: C. Chase has become one of the biggest stars around
this show and that is one of the things that can make him into
a special treat. The fans go nuts when he comes out and while
it would be nice to see him doing something bigger in NXT, it
might be easier to take the moments on the smaller stage like
this one. If it means less of Bernal being boring on the main
show too, so be it.

Overall Rating: C. There was a bit more energy to this show,



though that might just be the reactions to Chase being in the
ring. The show is still completely skippable and I don’t see
that changing anytime soon, but at least it was a fun use of
half an hour. I’m still not sure why they stopped sending one
slightly bigger name down here a week but maybe they found it
beneath those stars. For now though, ok show, especially for
the short run time.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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